ABSTRACT. Effective online marketing management requires developing new research methods supporting campaign performance evaluation. The paper presents a multistage approach with performance modelling based on Dynamic Multi Criteria Decision Analysis. The crisp and fuzzy versions of the TOPSIS method were used in the process of dynamic modelling. The evaluation was performed in terms of marketing management, taking into account several conflicting criteria (user experience and intensity of advertising content). Real data from advertising servers were used during the evaluation and example decision processes were performed.
Introduction
Interactive media, apart from one-to-one communication, allow for detailed tracking of the performance of online campaigns and improving it with the use of dedicated technologies (Hoffman and Novak, 1995) . Several interdisciplinary research directions can be observed with the main goal of increasing outcomes from online advertising and identification of new challenges (Guha et al., 2010) . Campaign execution is usually based on media plans, which are prepared at strategical level with conventional planning methods (Cannon, 2001) or dedicated models dealing with a multi-objective approach in the online environment (Hengbo and Yanfeng, 2012; Du and Xu, 2012) . While campaign planning takes place periodically, the online advertising systems require tuning and optimization in real time. In the online environment, methods based on multivariate testing or stochastic models or contextual selection (Tang et al., 2013) are used. Apart from optimization, improvement is performed with the use of behavioral targeting systems (Yan et al., 2009) , retargeting customers with revealed interest in specific products (Lambrecht and Tucker, 2013) or real time bidding systems (Yuan et al., 2013) . Intensive online advertising can affect websites and makes Wątróbski, J., Jankowski, J., Ziemba, P. (2016) information seeking more difficult and causes an increased cognitive load, frustration and other negative emotions (Brajnik and Gabrielli, 2010) . Due to factors related to cognitive avoidance, the dropping performance of online advertising is observed over time (Kelly et al., 2010) . With connected characteristics related to audience, changes of the performance over the time, campaign planning requires the use of past data with the ability of taking into an account uncertain information. Earlier approaches based on stochastic or fuzzy models use same importance for data from past periods and from recent results.
Due to searching for a more realistic approach, the presented research is based on the use of past data with a forgetting function and weighted importance of data from past periods. The work is presented as follows: after the literature review and the problem statement, the conceptual framework of a multistage performance modelling is presented. In the next stage, the proposed framework is used in an empirical study for dynamic evaluation of data from experimental advertising campaign. Finally, conclusions are presented.
Literature Review
Interactive media created the ability to measure different results from online marketing campaigns and use them in the decision process related to planning at both strategy and tactical levels. New metrics are used in this field for media planning for the evaluation of online campaigns and are based on the direct response and interactions or longer term influence on brand awareness (Novak and Hoffman, 1996; Pavlou and Stewart, 2000) with an essential quantitative approach to media planning (Hoffman and Novak, 2000) . New approaches dedicated to online media use its specifics, but conventional media planning based on earlier approaches is still applicable in that area (Cannon, 2001) . The basis for online campaign execution within the portal selling advertising space is the scheduling at different slots the use of different creations. Estimations of potential audiences and the ability to serve advertisements use the analysis based on the planned behaviors and site pre-visit intentions (Wu, 2007) . At the operational level other areas deal with the real time campaign optimization and searching for the best method of resource exploitation with the use of stochastic models (Chakrabarti et al., 2009) . Even when a banner selection is performed at the operational level and the selection is used with the different parameter scheduling, the execution is based on plans from a strategical level (Amiri and Menon, 2003) . Scheduling is used within advertising server applications to select specific content as an answer to a request coming from a web browser.
One of the first applications of optimization models in this field was based on the search behaviors of the user which allows for optimization of the advertising content delivery (Langheinrich et al., 1999) . Optimization task was defined as a linear programming problem with a limited number of served advertisements in a given period. An extension of the concept was the solution for a distribution of emissions as a result of a two-stage optimization (Chickering and Heckerman, 2000) . The proposed approach identified the likelihood of diversion from the emission of advertising in the analysis of data. The optimal emissions plan allows the parametrization of the advertising server to obtain the maximum number of interactions in a given period of time. Another extension allowed to avoid exposition to a narrow target group with the use of entropy maximization (Tomlin, 2000) . The results showed that a nonlinear approach can be used as a component of other models and used for advertising inventory management. The model proposed in (Langheinrich et al., 1999) was extended towards the estimation of click-through rates and computing the probabilities of impressions based. Other approaches use tracking of user sessions and maximization of clicks probability with the solution based on Bayesian models and generated ranking of advertisements with assigned probabilities (Gupta et al., 2011) . In other solutions, selection of the advertising content is based on the user profiles collected during the website browsing process (Giuffrida et al., 2011) . Another work is related to adjusting the pricing strategies for online advertising using the most popular CPM (cost per mile) and CPC (cost per click) models. Another approach is based on multi-objective model whose main goal is to construct pricing strategies and maximize the revenue of the web portal and minimize the cost for the advertiser (Hengbo and Yanfeng, 2012) .
Advertising units used within campaigns often explore techniques based on persuasion, call-to-action messages, colors, animations and different layouts or changing the structure of advertisements in the real time using data about consumer behavior (Urban et al., 2014; Zorn et al., 2012; Yoo and Kim, 2005) . The attempts of increasing the performance of online marketing are connected with growing intensity of online actions and negative feedback from target users (Zha and Wu, 2014) . Web users are more and more overloaded by different information. Only part of content takes attention because of the limited ability to process information (Lang, 2000) . Attempts to acquire attention from users are connected with the use of the high visibility components (Turatto and Galfano, 2000) . Intensive usage of video, audio and animations within advertising content is negatively affecting user experience (Rosenkrans, 2009) . Overall evaluation of results of the campaign can be reduced because of limited cognitive capacity when negative affective response with irritation and annoyance (Yoo et al., 2004) . Overload with information on the web is resulting engaging in selective online perception and only a limited number of messages is processed while others are ignored (Jankowski et al., 2011) . Interests of researchers and entrepreneurs resulted in different experiments and ways of measuring the intrusiveness.
In our approach, we propose the integration of performance measure together with the evaluation of intensity of advertising content. The proposed approach delivers compromise solutions within an uncertain environment and with forgetting parameters that include both objectives to evaluate the results from different perspectives and the different usage of past data. The method presented in this paper shows a new approach to perform a more detailed analysis to gain more information about past behaviors with a multi-criteria approach. The results are based not only on compromise solutions obtained during interactive process based on references but on modeling data from a real environment as well.
Methodological Background

Preparing of the input data
The issues considered in the article are oriented towards performance modeling in the online environment. For the research, data from experimental advertising campaigns performed in the real environment were employed. Data collected during experimental campaigns in periods t 1 , t 2 , ..., t 10 were used for generating a solution for planning an advertising campaign in the period t with an included ability to define forgetting levels for data from earlier periods. Empirical research was conducted in three stages. The first stage includes the design of variants of advertising objects with different levels of intensity. In the second stage online testing campaign was conducted in the real environment. In the third one the content was evaluated in terms of perceived influence of a user. Collected data from each experiment were used to compute parameters for a model.
A field experiment was conducted in ten time periods t 1 , t 2 , ..., t 10 with the average length of one day each. For each period and for each advertisement data related to the number of ad impressions and click through ratio based on the number of clicks were collected. In Table 1 the number of impressions for each campaign based on the available audience for each period is shown. The number of impressions are affecting possible results and high variability is showing difficulties with the use of deterministic parameters for the model. Online experiment delivered data related to a number of registered interactions in a form of clicks. Using these data click trough ratio representing a number of clicks in relation to the number of impressions for each period was computed for each ad unit (AU) within each campaign C. The obtained results are shown in Table 1 . Changes in a response within analyzed periods were observed and can be a result of different timing, a temporal growth of interest in an advertised product. Earlier research showed that the response changes over the time.
Research methodology
The article presents an attempt to construct an MCDA based performance model taking into consideration dynamic aspects of a decision process (Morselli, 2015) . In a typical problems related to decisions in a fast changing environment the dynamics of the domain of decision-making is observed. The visible preference changes are reflected in diversity and changes of evaluation of decision variants (Endress and Gear, 2015) . Other components of the decision process are unchanging -both sets of decision variants and their evaluation criteria are constant and coherent.
The methodology of the research, proposed in the article, uses the term of Dynamic Multicriteria Decision Analyses (DMCDA) (Campanella and Ribeiro, 2011) . The MCDA methods itself have been popular and have been widely used in many scientific disciplines for many years Olczyk, 2014; Jantoń-Drozdowska and Majewska, 2015; Jantoń-Drozdowska and Majewska, 2016; Łyszczarz, 2016) . To put it simply, the use of individual MCDA methods is directed to:
decision support in the environment of many criteria with the assistance of the decisionmaker, analyst and field experts, the generation of rational ("good", not optimal) recommendation, since it is assumed that input data of individual models constitute non-dominated solutions in the Pareto terms (Roy, 1991) . Assumptions and guidelines for using individual MCDA methods as well as the shape of the support process available in the works (Guitouni and Martel, 1998; Roy, 2005) have limitations of the base methodology. An example are assumptions (see Roy, 2005) about the consistent shape of the criteria evaluation family, and, as a consequence, the stability of evaluating preferences the decision-maker or an assumption about the unchanging form of other elements of a modelled domain (a constant set of decision variants which feed the decision support model only once and valid competences of experts/evaluators). As it can be easily seen that meeting these assumptions in practice may be difficult and an example of such a changeable environment of decision-making can be interactive media.
When analyzing the literature, one can point out articles in which authors suggest adapting the MCDA methodology for the needs of modelling of selected dynamic elements of a decision process. For instance, Po-Lung Yu and Yen-Chu Chen in the paper (Yu and Chen, 2010) introduced a comprehensive theory of dynamic multiple criteria decision analysis. The authors generalized the problem itself and extended the elements of the decision problem by introducing the notions of habitual domains, and competence set analysis. Nevertheless, most articles in the field are focused on developing the classic MCDA model only for selected aspects of dynamic decision making (Balcerzak, 2009; Pietrzak and Balcerzak, 2016a; . They refer to the issues of changes in the MCDA domain, that is changing sets of decision variants or evaluation criteria, or they extend the classic MCDA paradigm by additional elements of the support process, such as changeable spaces (Jassbi et al., 2014; Hashemkhani Zolfani et al., 2016) . The synthesis of these approaches can be found in, among other things in the papers (Kornbluth, 1992; Agrell and Wikner, 1996) .
Selection of an MCDA method
An essential aspect leading to the use of the potential of MCDA methods in performance modeling in the online environment is a proper selection on the basis of characteristics (Wątróbski and Jankowski, 2015; Wątróbski and Jankowski, 2016a) and abilities (Wątróbski and Jankowski, 2016b) offered by individual methods. Table 2 depicts basic features of the most popular MCDA methods. Roy and Bertier, 1973 ) Roy, 1978; LeyvaLopez and FernandezGonzales, 2003 )  ELECTRE  IS  T T  T  T T T  T  T  T  T  (Roy and Skalka,  1984)  ELECTRE  IV  T T  T  T T T  T  T  T and Roy, 1993) 
Fuzzy AHP T T T T T T T T T T T T T (Mikhailov and Tsvetinov, 2004) Fuzzy ANP T T T T T T T T T T T T T (Promentilla et al., 2008)
Fuzzy Brans et al., 1984; Mareschal and Brans, 1988; Brans and Mareschal, 2005) PROMETH EE II + GAIA Brans,Mareschal and Vincke, 1984; Mareschal and Brans 1988; Brans and Mareschal 2005 ) Hwang and Yoon, 1981; Shih et al., 2007) In multicriteria decision analysis the decision-maker's preferences are expressed by means of binary relations. When comparing decision variants, the following relations can take place: indifference of compared variants (ai I aj), preference of one variant towards another one (ai P aj), incomparability between variants (ai R aj) and grouped relations, such as outranking (ai S aj) joining indifference and preference (Roy, 1991) . Individual relations in the methods of "European school of decision-making" are usually based on thresholds: p (preference threshold), q (indifference threshold) and v (veto threshold). It should be stressed that the use of the incomparability relation in the MCDA method prevents the full comparability of variants (Roy, 1991) .
A so-called criterion compensation effect can have a significant influence on solutions received by means of individual MCDA methods. The compensation is that a low evaluation of a variant with regard to one of criteria can be compensated with a high evaluation with regard to another criterion (De Montis et al., 2000) . Guitouni and Martel (Guitouni and Martel, 1998 ) distinguish three levels of compensation: (1) full compensation, which takes place when good productivity of a variant with regard to one of criteria can be easily balanced by means of poor productivity with regard to another criterion, e.g. SAW; (2) noncompensation, when some criteria are so important that they cannot be compensated in any other way, e.g. lexicographic method; (3) partial compensation -compensation between criteria is acceptable only in a limited range.
Preference information used in MCDA methods is closely related to a measuring scale and data on which a given method can operate. Input data can be qualitative or quantitative and, consequently, they can be expressed on an ordinal or cardinal scale (Roy, 2005) . The nature of the data refers to whether they are reliable or not (Ozturk et al., 2005) . Reliable data, also referred to as deterministic, are expressed in a sharp form, whereas unreliable data (nondeterministic) are represented by a discrete or continuous distribution (Guitouni and Martel, 1998) . Moreover, some methods make it possible to express unreliable data in a fuzzy form (Ozturk et al., 2005) . It ought to be emphasized that some MCDA methods allow aggregating preferential information coming from many decision-makers.
Every decision problem can be attributed to the problematics the decision problem deals with. The problematics result from the aim which is expected from the decision process (Ishizaka and Nemery, 2013) . In the problematics of description (P.δ), preparing a description of potential actions and the identification of a criterion or a family of criteria pose a problem. In the problematics of choice (P.α), supporting the decision-maker is concentrated on selecting a small number of "good" variants. The problematics of sorting (P.β) is concentrated on attributing a variant to one of classes available. Finally, in the problematics of ranking (P.γ), a ranking of decision variants according to defined criteria is prepared (Roy, 1996) .
The MCDA method, which is used in performance modeling in the online environment, should especially take into consideration indifference and preference relations, which will make it possible to differentiate the performance. Moreover, it should not allow an incomparability relation to appear, since it is essential that the performance ranking is total. Taking into account acceptable compensation criteria, it is reasonable to compensation of low-marked criteria by high-marked ones seems to be legitimate. Measuring data, on which the method will work, can be determined as reliable, since these are objective measures expressed in quantitative scale.
The problematics considered by individual MCDA methods is of importance, because a method ought to consider, first of all, the problematics of a ranking. It allows putting websites in order according to their synthesized quality, expressed on a quantitative scale. The analysis of characteristics and abilities of individual MCDA methods with relation to the requirements discussed points out to the fact that the TOPSIS method along with its fuzzy development, can be used in evaluating websites.
Methodological framework
Presented in this paper methodology is based on deterministic and fuzzy versions of the TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution) method. Modelled aspects of dynamics of the evaluation process cover the changeability of partial evaluations of decision variants in time (performance tables and global performance of variants -see ) as well as the analysis of the influence of this changeability on the final score of the decision process. The research procedure is based on classical assumptions introduced by Guitoni and Roy (see (Guitouni and Martel, 1998; Roy, 2005) ) and consists of five stages: (I) the structuring of the decision making situation, (II) the preferences articulation and modelling, (III) the aggregation of these preferences, (IV) the exploitation of this aggregation, (V) the recommendation. It is presented in Figure 1 . Fig.1 . Dynamic MCDA-based framework of performance modeling in the online environment Preference modelling and source data aggregation was realized with the use of the TOPSIS method in the classic and fuzzy forms. The reason for this is the necessity of detailed considering of data from different periods of time in the model as well as the necessity of conducting a broader analysis and interpretation of obtained and aggregated values. As for computational algorithms used in the TOPSIS method, it is worth reminding that the construction of final rankings is carried out by means of measuring Euclidean spaces of individual decision variants from reference points (Negative Ideal Solution -NIS and Positive Ideal Solution -PIS) (Balcerzak, 2016) . The algorithms themselves are presented in detail in the papers (Opricovic and Tzeng, 2004; Behzadian et al., 2012; Balcerzak and Pietrzak, 2016b) for the crisp version and in (Chen, 2000; Chen et al., 2006) for the fuzzy one. Moreover, what needs further explanation are only aggregation strategies which were additionally introduced in the paper.
As a result of the analysis of input data in the presented framework two 2 time-based aggregation strategies were assumed:
The first strategy (Time Period Equal Aggregation -TPEA) assumed an even influence of each performance table on the final result of performance evaluation. In other words, the utility force of variants in all periods of time t k is equal. The second strategy (Time Depreciated Aggregation -TDA) according to which the latest data are more preferred than the older ones. However, the research was conducted for three different functions of forgetting force. It is worth noting that in the case of one decision problem, the selection of an aggregation strategy ought to be realized according to the characteristics of the decision problem and subsequent model problems can constitute : Time Appreciated Aggregation or Time Period Mostly Appreciated Aggregation.
In the end, the final utility of decision variants in time based aggregation strategies was calculated according to the formula:
(1) where: p(t k ) -force of a k-th period of time t, CC ik -utility of an i-th variant in k-th period, V(a i ) -overall utility of an i-the variant on the basis of n periods.
Results
The research was conducted on the basis of the following data: a conversion rate, intensity of an advertising content, publisher's profit.
The Conversion Rate is a basic tool for measuring the effectiveness of an advertisement, which is expressed as a ratio of the number of the user's desired interactions to the number of situations, in which they could potentially be realized (Jankowski et al., 2016) . In the case of an online advertisement, the desired interaction can be, for instance, the user's "click" in an interactive advertisement object, for example, a banner, and the number of situations is determined by the number of pop-ups of this advertisement. In the conducted analyses, a coefficient CR was determined a posteriori on the basis of real data. The intensity of an advertising content was determined in subjective research by users of the website in which the advertisement was placed. The publisher's profit was calculated as the product of the number of interactions and the costs incurred by the advertiser, at the same time, the costs are dependent on the intensity of the advertisement. The data discussed were gathered for 50 decision variants which were advertisements of 10 advertisers characterized by different intensity and which were displayed with a different frequency.
In the research, 10 periods of time, following in succession, were taken into account, in which different conversion coefficients were obtained. The data concerning the intensity of the advertising medium and the publisher's profit were constant for each of the ten periods. The data are presented in Table 1 and Appendix. It should be noted that in certain periods of time not all advertising variants were displayed. In Table 1 and Appendix such advertising variants obtained the conversion rate of 0 for selected periods.
Data aggregation using TOPSIS method
The gathered data were used in the Multicriteria Aggregation Procedure (MCAP) of TOPSIS in the crisp form, therefore, 10 separate variant rankings based on their overall utility. The preference direction for the criteria of the conversion rate and profit was a maximum, whereas for the criterion of advertisement intensity was a minimum. Moreover, it was assumed that all the criteria had equal weights. The usefulness of variants for subsequent periods of time and their positions in the rankings are presented in Table 3 and Appendix. When analyzing the similarity of variant usability rankings for individual periods of time, one can tell that in such a dynamic environment the Internet is, an Internet advertisement in particular, users' preferences can be subject to constant and significant changes. This is reflected when comparing top ten variants in the ranking for Periods 8 and 9. That is in the top ten places of the ranking of Period 9, there are only 5 variants from the top ten places of the Period 8 ranking. Furthermore, one can notice a significant fall of a variant A3.6, which in Period 4 took the fourth position and in Period 9 was on the 36 th position.
Time based aggregation strategies
In the next step of the research, the rankings obtained for subsequent periods of time were aggregated in a global ranking in accordance with formula (1). Two aggregation strategies were applied here, i.e. a time period equal aggregation (TPEA), and a time depreciated aggregation (TDA) . Three particular TDA approaches were applied. They differ in variant utility weights for individual periods of time. For TDA 1 , a force p k ={0.1, 0.15, 0.20, ..., 0.55} was assumed, for TDA 2 p k ={0.1, 0.2, 0.3, ..., 1}, for TDA 3 p k ={0.1, 0.3, 0.5, ..., 1.9} . Global utility rankings are displayed in Table 4 . As far as rankings TDA 1 , TDA 2 and TDA 3 are concerned, it can be easily noticed that variants in eight top positions in each of them are the same. The differences start from position nine. Moreover, it should be emphasized that these are local differences and they can be grouped in eight areas of the ranking. These are changes between positions: 9 and 11, 12-14, 15-17, 27 and 29, 33-34, 35-36, 37-39, 42-44 . It demonstrates that even the lowest differences, from among these accepted, between the forces of the ranking allow achieving a stable group of variants in the global ranking. However, increasing linear differences between the forces of individual rankings results in changes only on further positions.
The comparison of TPEA and TDA rankings indicates that positions 1, 3, 7, 14 (TDA 2-3 ), 16 (TDA 1-2 ), 21, 43 (TDA 2-3 ), 44 (TDA 1 ), 45-50 in these rankings are identical. Furthermore, in the case of seven positions in the TPEA and TDA rankings, there only are at most changes by two positions, for instance, a variant A1.7 in the TDA ranking takes the second position, whereas in the TPEA ranking in is on the fourth position. One can notice that among top seven positions in the rankings there are three variants, which are advertisements of the first advertiser, which are characterized by different intensity of an advertising content and a different level of the profit offered. Among the leaders, there are also advertising variants of the second advertiser and one variant both for the third advertiser and the fifth one. The most profitable variant from among top variants is A1.10. However, a variant 5.10, even though it is characterized by the highest intensity, offers a slightly lower profit in comparison to A1.10 as well as A2.10.
Variability analysis
In the next step, the variability analysis of utility of variants and rankings in time was conducted. It was carried out on the basis of utility values CC i and the position in rankings obtained for the subsequent periods of time ( Table 3) . In Figures 2 and 3 the variability analysis of utility of variants and rankings in time was presented in a graphic form, respectively for obtained values CC i and positions in the rankings. The analysis of Figures 2 and 3 points out that a variant A1.10, which almost in all central periods of time outperforms other variants, is characterized by the highest stability of utility level. An exception is Period P5, in which, at the expense of other ones, a variant A3.8 improved its utility. Even though a variant A5.10 dominated in comparison to other variants, in no strategy of time aggregation it was sufficient for the variant to globally outperform a variant A1.10. Nevertheless, in the TPEA strategy it was sufficient to outdo variants A1.7 and A2.10, which according to the TDA strategy dominated over A5.10. The analysis of Figure 2 indicates similarity of variants A1.3, A1.7 and A2.10. 
Fuzzy TOPSIS aggregation and result analysis
The aforementioned results were obtained for the TOPSIS method which operates on crisp data, however, the data gathered made it possible to construct trapezoid fuzzy values, which include range values of capacity of variants with regard to subsequent criteria. The fuzzy values for the conversion rate were constructed by determining the minimal and maximum values of the conversion rate from among the values obtained in subsequent periods of time. The minimal and maximum values constituted respectively the left and right end of the bottom base of a trapezium. Next, a mean value and a standard deviation of the ten periods of time were determined. By subtracting od adding the value of the standard deviation to the mean half, the top base of the trapezium was calculated. By analogy, fuzzy values for the intensity of the advertising medium were constructed. However, the data here were the opinions of the people who watched the advertisement, not a period of time. The fuzzy values for the profit were calculated on the basis of the obtained conversion rates with a relevant profit coefficient.
For aggregating the fuzzy data, the Fuzzy TOPSIS method, was used. Here, trapezoid fuzzy numbers for the values of individual variants with regard to each of the three criteria. Moreover, equal fuzzy values of weights of criteria amounting to ĩ= (5, 6, 7, 8) were assumed. The criterial values of variants and the result of their aggregation with the use of the Fuzzy TOPSIS method are depicted in Table 5 and Appendix. (Table 6 ) and positions in the rankings (Table 7) obtained by individual decision variants. The values of the correlations confirm the high similarity of TPEA and TDA rankings. Also, there is a significant correlation between these rankings and the ranking obtained with the use of the Fuzzy TOPSIS method. However, as it was observed before, the Fuzzy TOPSIS ranking differs significantly from the two other ones. It is related to the fact that the number of data considered in trapezoid fuzzy numbers is smaller than in the global aggregation based on subsequent periods of time. A fuzzy number contains information about four values of the conversion rate of a given variant, while the aggregation of evaluations of subsequent periods of time was based on ten number values of the conversion rate. It is quite the opposite in the case of the criteria of intensity and profit, where in subsequent periods of time an averaged value of these criteria was used, while fuzzy numbers contain four values. Moreover, a computational device used in the TOPSIS method in a discrete version is somewhat different from the one used in a fuzzy version. In general, Fuzzy TOPSIS takes into account the uncertainty of evaluations, therefore it allows determining a ranking for uncertain data. As a result, such a ranking is more "conservative" than the TOPSIS ranking obtained on the basis of crisp data, which are assumed to be certain.
Conclusions
The article discusses the problem of dynamic performance modelling in online media marketing management. The analysis of the interactive environment has revealed the complexity of the problem. Identified conflicting criteria were the basis for selectin the multiple criteria method of aggregation of the collected source data. Including the time factor in the performance evaluation process made it possible to encompass the whole considered problem in a broader and multi-stage manner.
The conducted research has confirmed the utility of the TOPSIS method in the considered class of decision problems.
The results indicate significant dynamics of obtained solutions in the field of digital marketing. Therefore, it is necessary to continuously evaluate the advertisement efficiency with relation to its other aspects, such as invasiveness or profits for the owner's website or costs incurred by the advertiser.
In the methodological aspect, the use of the proposed extended dynamic version of the TOPSIS method has revealed broader possibilities of the input data analysis as well as the interpretation of the obtained aggregated data. More importantly, such an approach, which takes into consideration individual data aggregation in all periods of time in which the data were gathered, has depicted greater practical abilities than a one-time construction of a model based on the same data in the fuzzy form.
During the research, areas of possible improvement or broadening of the present research have been noticed. A comparison of the obtained results with TAA, as well as an attempt to identify a function or, to put it simply, a period of time with the most essential data for a model and, in consequence, using a TPMAA aggregation strategy seem to be an interesting idea. However, it is related to a broadening of the considered model domain and including other criteria related to, for example, the present audience or the evaluation of relevance and attractiveness of content included in a given medium. 
